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Workshop with Agrasar Autumn School & Jagori  
A bunch of youngsters including teachers, lawyers and social 

activists from Agrasar Autumn School visited Sambhaavnaa.  

The two day workshop they discussed various issues like Gender, 

Patriarchy, Sexuality, Power, Development, Energy Crises and 

Education system through movies, games, group exercises, 

presentations, songs and much more. Agrasar Foundation is an 

autonomous organization which promotes social travel and 

tourism, community engagement, sustainable development and 

social entrepreneurship in India. 

They aim to facilitate better understanding of Indian art, culture, 

cuisine, cinema, traditions and languages through crowd-sourced and 

collaborative learning mechanisms by creating a community of 

passionate travel enthusiasts, bloggers and photographers to showcase 

various aspects discussed above in a novel and innovative way. 

We had a two day team building program with women team from 

Jagori  Organization Dharamshala , that involved self care 

techniques for the Nyaya Sakhi's, or barefoot lawyers who handle 

and counsel domestic violence cases across and beyond the Kangra 

Valley. 

Sambhaavnaa Karyakram… 



Pahari Kheti Charcha with Farmers 
Pahari Kheti Charcha with farmers, organized at 

Sambhaavnaa, possible problems discussed... 

Decreasing farm holding 

Animal pests, Insect pests 

Decreasing bio - diversity 

Inability to provide for aspirational needs - education, 

consumer expenditure, health, relative prosperity of other 

sectors. 

No solution to problems in sight - no agency coming for 

help. 

This is an attempt to demonstrate sustainable living in 

practice, to develop a way of growing food with a 

combination of ecological understanding and indigenous 

knowledge, and to bring people together for an exchange of 

ideas and practices that ensure sustainability and well-

being. 

We believe in a holistic mode of learning that promotes 

understanding and cherishing our place as a part of the 

greater Earth Community of soil, water, air, plants, 

animals, forests, and all life forms and peoples. 

 

Sambhaavnaa Karyakram… 

 



Buniyaad 
This was the forth time that we did our program for young activists. 

Starting with a sharing of personal journeys in small groups, the 20 

participants threw up a series of issues that made a difference to 

them, then categorizing these issues and their root causes. Anju and 

Prabeer Bose from Vikalp Kriya helped facilitate this process. In the 

15 days we focused on various issues: 

 

 
The challenges Indian democracy 

face today, various political 

ideologies and their journeys, the 

nature and context of the tribal 

struggle in India , the caste 

question in 21st century India, 

Dalit rights and Minority Issues  

 
 
 

The Indian Courts and Justice 

machinery, Communal politics, 

Patriarchy and Gender, the 

context and reality of Kashmir. 

Development, Economic History 

– from hunter-gatherer societies 

to feudalism to capitalism  to 

socialism. The neo-liberal capitalism of today – and a look at 

‘development’ in this context. Its effects on politics, society and 

life in general. Its relations to the social movements of today.  

Rakesh Diwan, Adi yog, Himanshu Kumar, Praveen Singh, 

Prakash Bhandari , Mohammad and Manshi Asher were the 

facilitators of this program. 
 

Sambhaavnaa Karyakram… 

 



Nayi Dishayein Winter School 

We have been organizing  the series called Nayi Dishayein 

for the last 5 years. More than 250 youth have engaged with 

this program which aims to encourage critical thinking on 

contemporary socio-economic-political issues. This time we 

began with a diverse group of 28 young change makers. The 

key focus of this 10 day workshop is to re-examine the 

current notion of ‘Development’ that pervades popular 

imagination and public policy.  

Anand Mazgaonkar, a senior activist and 

one of the national convener of the 

National Alliance For People's 

Movement, spoke on Constitution and 

Citizenship as means of controlling state 

power and empowering people change 

through People's Movements, Praveen 

Singh, Himanshu Kumar, Prakash 

Bhandari, Mohammad  and Manshi 

Asher were the  main facilitators of this 

program. 

Sambhaavnaa Karyakram… 

 



Upcoming Programs in February 

A 3 day workshop, 'Digital 

Colonization' will provide an 

understanding of the making of the 

national digital ID system in India 

and its linkages and implications 

on one hand and the push towards 

cashless digital economy on the 

other with a focus on issues of 

constitutionality, governance, 

public accountability and the right 

to privacy. 

As an effort in this direction we are 

organizing a three day workshop to 

equip young activists with a perspective 

to counter this onslaught to the very 

Idea of India. 

Key Themes: Understanding Fascism; 

Majoritarianism and Minority; The 

‘Indian’ Identity; Diversity and 

Pluralism; The way forward – 

Resistance and Change. 
 

Sambhaavnaa has been 

organizing a five day workshop 

on gender, power, sexuality and 

constitutional rights since the 

last two years. This is the third 

such workshop that we are 

carrying out given the positive 

feedback of participants who 

have found the journey 

powerful and engaging. 



School Camps @ Udaan 

 
 
 

Play is our brain's favorite way of learning. 

A day away from school and home, 

A day away from books and scores, 

where everyone is friend of mine, 

I love the camp as together we shine. Another camp at Udaan   

for  the little kids of Vihan Valley School, Kangra on Nov, 5 to 6. 

 

We wish schools would 

have been like a camp… 

One more successful camp 

at Udaan, for the kids and 

facilitators from Crayons 

World school ,Baijnath. 

Activities like, Scavenger 

hunt, River visit, Art and 

Craft, Science models from 

trash, Image art from natural 

things, Sports, Zumba Dance, 

Bonfire evening etc were 

conducted on Oct, 8 to 9. 

Facilitating is an art, it requires heart not only the degree, our 

facilitator Vandana quite understands this, only thing drives her 

to be best facilitator is her love for children. Water theme at 

Udaan school ended with loads of exploration with water from 

different taste to different textures, from absorption to 

transformation. 

Udaan Ke Parinde… 



Activities @ Udaan 
When we talk about holistic education and learning from 

practical experiences, we ought to include travel in our so 

called curriculum, hence this train visit for our excited 

electrons, those who were fascinated by trains and wanted to 

visit the nearest railway station and travel by trains. 

Say no to plastic 

Cleanliness drive at 

Sambhaavnaa by little ones of 

Udaan. 

We not only educate our child to 

clean our area and put the 

garbage in the bin, - 

- instead we advice them of not 

creating more garbage, as 

cleaning a particular area and 

polluting nearby area is not our 

goal to achieve. 

Learning through Illustrations has always been easy, 

however, how much we truly practice this in our lives, 

especially while facilitating in a learning centre. We at 

Udaan are always open to learn new ways of better 

facilitation, A workshop on Visual Thinking was conducted 

by Mr. Atul Saraf for Udaan facilitators recently. 

 

Udaan Ke Parinde… 

 



Introducing new members @ Udaan and Sambhaavnaa  
Rinku Dutta joined Sambhaavnaa in Nov, last year. She has 

been a research scientist for the first 2 decades of her professional 

life. She has a doctorate degree in Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology from Rutgers University, New Jersey. Since 2002, 

Rinku has been working in the education sector in South Asia, 

and in alternative education enterprises in India since 2009. 

Before joining Sambhaavnaa, Rinku as the coordinator of Chirag 

School, an effort by CHIRAG (Central Himalayan Rural Action 

Group, Uttarakhand) to model alternative education in a 

mountain, rural community. 

We believe that the purpose of art is washing the 

dust of our daily life off our soul. An artist  and a 

dedicated soul , Dev joined Udaan and 

Sambhaavnaa as a part of our teams. He has been 

teaching children and spend time with street 

children with reference to their learning. He worked 

with community at Oravil and with organizations 

like Naaz Foundation with LGBT community.  At 

Udaan he is sharing his skills like Painting, 

Marbling, Note book making and theatre. 



Gup-Shup Chabootra 

Mukesh Gupta from Uttar Pradesh, joined 

Sambhaavnaa as a fellow. He worked with  the 

corporate  sector and now exploring himself and 

helping us in house keeping, maintaining kitchen, 

purchases and farms. He believes in Sustainable 

living, Organic Farming and community 

relationships. 

Di Di Contractor designed two beautiful chulhas 

at faculty house with the help of some interns. 

Chulha is a traditional Indian cooking stove used 

for indoor cooking. This mud stove made from sun 

baked bricks and clay. After the bricks formation 

was complete, it was finished by covering it with 

a coat of clay and cow dung mixture. 

A mixture of clay and cow dung is routinely 

prepared to coat the cooking surface of the stoves. 

Mohammad, Fatema and Rinku are pleased to 

have new fireplaces or chulhas  at their houses. 



Farm to Plate 

Its ploughing season and Sambhaavnaa's 

farm team - Babli, Satpal, Bahadur ji, 

Ram Singh ji and Munna are hard at 

work getting the field ready for the 

winter crop because we believe that  

food does not simply  

recharge a person’s batteries- 

It shapes their life. 

What greater thing can you do for 

someone than feed them ? 

If you love someone , give them food 

That nourishes their body and soul, 

Food that is grown responsibly , 

And food that benefits the world. 

 

Animals  are the bridge between us and the beauty of all that is 

natural. They show us what’s missing in our lives, and how to love 

ourselves more completely and unconditionally. They connect us 

back to who we are, and to the purpose of why we’re here.  

The  New born calves brought that joy and excitement amongst 

Udaan kids and staff members. 

 


